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Abstract— With the development of personal broadcasting such as YouTube, the demand for editing the video he filmed himself is steadily 

increasing. Traditional media video editing solutions help edit the results of the filming. However, there is a problem that requires a lot of 

editing time, as people usually edit videos that are from tens to hundreds of times longer than the final result of a personal broadcasting after 

filming. To overcome this problem, this paper automatically classifies images with specific scenes in the whole media image editing process, 

and secondly proposes automatic media editing solution technology in which people intervene. In particular, personal broadcasting focuses 

on the use of images that include characters, specific objects, and cue sign gestures among the entire. While the existing deep learning 

techniques such as faces, objects and gestures are advanced, integrated recognition technologies that simultaneously deal with special 

requirements for editing videos are still in the early stages of research. In this paper, the automatic composite recognition technology for 

editing video based on deep learning is proposed. The proposed technology was implemented with python and tensorflow software based on 

edge computing equipment. Using actual youtube videos, it took 0.1 second to process five-person recognition, 63-food recognition, or cue 

sign recognition using clapping or V poses at the same time. The recognized results are divided into timestamps of the entire movie, recognition 

results, and locations of objects on the screen, and are output to the json file. In addition, this solution was developed on an edge computing 

in order to increase real-time reliability. We expect to provide automatic video editing based on perceived json results as well as shorter editing 

times based on this implementation. 
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